Typical Mistakes

Content and aims
Learning English at school is one thing, but feeling good when it comes to speaking English can be a very different matter. The feeling of not being able to answer correctly and without mistakes is widespread and can be frustrating.

We will show how to avoid those “typical” mistakes when communicating with others, in particular those mistakes and problems which come from being a native German speaker and which are so easy to make.

The ideal mix of grammar and language usage with plenty of speaking practice helps participants towards successful, correct English.

- Inhibitions about speaking the language will be reduced
- Typical “translation” mistakes will be pointed out (no more “Denglish or Englisch”!)
- A brush up of the tenses and appropriate grammar to avoid those mistakes
- English conversations and meetings will become easier with teaching on how to master simple phrases for successful discussions

Working method
Interactive seminar with focus on speaking, role-plays, small and whole group work, simulations, scenarios and multi-sensory learning

Target group
Office personnel with a good foundation of Basic English

Trainer
Deborah Ingram, B.A. Joint Hons., The Round Table Language Training

Time & venue
Length: 2 days
Seminar number: MS 710
Date: 15–16 October 2020
Venue: Schloss Laudon
**Organisation**
In the hands of: Petra Dietrich
Secretariat: Nedeljka Haag

**About**
**Deborah Ingram, B.A. Joint Hons.**
The Round Table Language Training, Managing Director; Language Trainer in Adult Education since 1991; Director of Languages in an Adult Training Centre 1998–2005; 2005 Foundation of her own language teaching business. Studied Modern Languages (German and French) at Manchester University (England)
[deborah.ingram@me.com](mailto:deborah.ingram@me.com)